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I am writing in horror and disbelief at the news of this last minute amendment 
which proposes to criminalise prostitution and it's advertising in Scotland, and 
although I am based in England I would like to express my disgust at the 
apparent intention to police what consenting adults can and cannot do behind 
closed doors. 
 
I am a working prostitute based in the North of England and have friends, 
colleagues and clients in Scotland, Edinburgh in particular. To wholesale 
outlaw our work is to force the responsible and legitimate side of the industry 
underground where workers are more susceptible to attacks and robberies as 
the unscrupulous will know we will not be able to go to the Police for fear of 
being arrested ourselves - this situation already exists in America. You will not 
stop men and women working as prostitutes, only make it more difficult and 
dangerous for us all. 
 
The despicable practices of sex-trafficking (and the sex industry itself is NOT 
intrinsically linked to trafficking any more than catering, domestic service, 
manufacturing or agricultural industries are - do you propose to ban those 
too?) would be far more easily forced out if workers and punters alike could 
freely report suspect events, plus the proper police of existing laws on fraud, 
coercion, kidnap and rape. All of the practices that need to be stopped are 
already illegal, and legislation such as this does nothing other than put all sex 
workers at risk - why do those of us working happily, successfuly and 
independently (and there are many thousands of us all over the UK) deserve 
to be punished because it is too much trouble to concentrate on those who 
deserve the full attention of the law? Why should we lose our livelihoods? As 
for our advertising, how do you propose to police the Internet anyway, 
especially bearing in mind that most of our websites are not hosted in the UK? 
Why should the Scottish taxpayers fund such a preposterous and unworkable 
law? 
 
Some people object to prostitutes and prostitution because it offends their 
personal beliefs and moral sensibilities - that is entirely up to them and there 
are plenty of aspects of law and day to day that I also find morally 
objectionable. But this is the 21st century, and morals have no place in law. 
 
I urge you to throw this patronising, abusive, ill-informed shambles in the bin 
where it belongs. 
 
Amy Vergnes 
25 February 2010 


